Abstract. We propose an interpretation of a typed concurrent calculus of objects (conc&) based on the model of Abadi and Cardelli's imperative object calculus. The target of our interpretation is a version of the blue calculus, a variant of the -calculus that directly contains the -calculus, with record and rst-order types. We show that reduction and type judgements can be derived in a rather simple and natural way, and that our encoding can be extended to self-types and synchronisation primitives. We also prove some equational laws on objects.
Introduction
In the recent past, there has been a growing interest in the theoretical foundations of objectoriented and concurrent programming languages. One of the means used to explain objectoriented concepts, such as object types or self-referencing for example, has been to look for an interpretation of these concepts in a simpler formalism, such as typed -calculi. But these interpretations are di cult, and very technical, due to the di culties raised by the typing (and subtyping) of objects. To circumvent these problems, Abadi and Cardelli have de ned a canonical object-oriented calculus, the &-calculus 2] , in which the notion of object is primitive, and they have developed and studied type systems for this calculus.
The purpose of this paper is to give a model of concurrent object computation based on a modelling of objects as processes . To this end, we introduce some derived notations for objects and we give their translation in a version of the blue calculus ( ? ) 10] extended with records. Types for blue processes are given in an implicit type system based on the simply typedcalculus. Then, we give an interpretation of a concurrent and imperative version of &, denoted conc&, which has been de ned by Gordon and Hankin in 20] . This interpretation preserves reduction, typing and subtyping judgements. Moreover, the encoding gives an interpretation of complex notions, such as method update or object types, in terms of more basic notions such as records, eld selection and functional types. A consequence is that we obtain a type-safe way to implement higher-order concurrent objects in the blue calculus, and therefore in .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the blue calculus using very simple intuitions taken from the -calculus execution model. This is an occasion to give an informal and intuitive presentation of the blue calculus to the reader. In Sect. 3 and 4, we brie y introduce Gordon and Hankin's calculus of objects and we de ne its interpretation in ? . We prove that conc& is embedded in ? and that objects can be viewed as a particular kind of (linearly managed) resources. Sect. 5.2 is dedicated to the typing of processes and objects. It introduces a new type operator that is very well suited for typed continuation passing style transformations. Before concluding, we present two possible applications of our interpretation.
The Blue Calculus
In the functional programming world, a program is ideally represented by a -calculus term, that is a term generated by the following grammar: M; N ::= x x:M (M N)
We enrich this calculus with a set of constants: a 1 ; : : : a n , that we call names, and that can be interpreted as resource locations. We describe a very simple execution model for programs written in this syntax, based on the notion of abstract machine (AM), and we enrich it until we obtain a model that exhibits concurrent behaviours similar to those expressible in the -calculus ( ). Going back from this AM, we obtain the blue calculus. Therefore ? can intuitively be viewed, at the same time, as a concurrent -calculus and as an applicative -calculus.
Concurrent Chemical Machine
An abstract machine is de ned by a set of con gurations, denoted K, and a set of transition rules, K ! K 0 , which de ne elementary computing steps. In our setting, a machine con guration is a triple fE ; M; S g where:
E is a memory, also called environment, that is an association between names and programs;
M is a program, that is a -term;
S is a stack containing the arguments of functional calls. Initially an AM is supposed to have an empty memory, denoted by the symbol , which can be extended with new declarations. This operation is denoted (E j ha n =N i). The stack has a similar structure, except that it keeps names and not declarations. An execution of the functional AM start in the initial con guration K 0 , with an empty stack and memory, K 0 = f ; M; g. We describe an execution as a sequence of elementary computing step, or transitions, denoted K ! K 0 .
De nition 2.1 (Functional Machine). The functional AM transitions are de ned by the following set of rules, where Mf a j= x g is the substitution of the variable x by the name a j in M:
fE ; a j ; S g ! fE ; N j ; S g (E = j ha j (N j i j ) fE ; x:M; (a j ; S )g ! fE ; Mf a j= x g; S g fE ; (M N); S g ! f(E j ha n =N i); M; (a n ; S )g (a n fresh name) Therefore, to evaluate a function application for example, we memorise the argument in a fresh memory location, and we add the name of this location in the stack. Note that the reduction is call-by-name 33]. At each computation step, the machine is in a con guration of the kind:
K n = f(ha 1 =N 1 i j j ha n =N n i); M; (a i 1 ; : : : ; a i k )g where the indices i 1 ; : : : ; i k are in the interval 1::n. Each con guration corresponds to a -term and, for example, the con guration K n corresponds to (M a i 1 : : : a i k )f N 1= a 1 g : : : f N n= a n g.
Therefore, to each extension of the functional AM, there corresponds a generalisation of the -calculus. In the remainder of this section, we improve the functional AM until we obtain an execution model that compares to the one of . The calculus de ned by the extended AM is the blue calculus 10].
We start with simple syntactical modi cations. More precisely, we modify the notation and use a sequence of applications instead of a stack, and we rewrite the standard con guration into: ha 1 =N 1 i j j ha n =N n i j (M a i 1 : : : a i k ). With these modi cations, the transition rules can be reformulated in the following way:
ha =N i j j (aa 1 : : : a n ) ! ha =N i j j (N a 1 : : : a n ) ( ) ( x:M)a 1 : : : a n ! Mf a 1= x ga 2 : : : a n ( ) (M N)a 1 : : : a n ! ha =N i j Maa 1 : : : a n ( ) K ! K 0 ) (ha=N i j K) ! (ha=N i j K 0 ) ($) Note that, in order to obtain a model equivalent to the one de ned by the functional AM, we suppose that the name a is fresh in rule ( ).
In this new presentation, rule ( ) corresponds to a simpli ed form of beta-reduction, where we substitute a name, and not a term, to a variable, whereas rule ( ) can be interpreted as a form of communication. Nonetheless, whereas the classical -calculus communication model is based on message synchronisation, we use instead a particular kind of resource fetching.
Adding Parallelism and Non-Determinism. A rst improvement to the AM is to consider j as an associative composition operator, and to allow multiple con gurations in parallel. We do not choose a commutative operator though. The idea is to separate, in each con guration, the store from the active part, that is to separate the memory from the term being evaluated.
Nonetheless we allow some commutations, with the restriction that the evaluated term M is always at the right of the topmost parallel composition. More formally, we consider the following structural rules for the operator j , where P ! Q means that both P ! Q and Q ! P holds.
As a result, we obtain an asymmetric parallel composition operator, as the one de ned in conc&, or the formal description of CML 16] . Another consequence is that we can replace rule ( ) by the simpler rule:
ha =N i j (aa 1 : : : a n ) ! ha =N i j (N a 1 : : : a n ) (1) Roughly speaking, we have transformed our functional AM in a chemical AM, or CHAM, in the style of 5]. The most notable improvement is the possibility to compose multiple con gurations and, for example, to de ne con gurations with multiple declarations for the same name. Indeed this introduces the possibility of non-deterministic transitions, such as:
(ha=N 1 i j ha =N 2 i j a) ! (ha=N 1 i j ha =N 2 i j N 1 ) or (ha=N 1 i j ha =N 2 i j N 2 ) Adding Consumable Resources. Another improvement to our concurrent AM is the addition of a new kind of declaration that is discarded after a communication. We denote ha (P i this declaration, and we add the following communication rule: ha (N i j (aa 1 : : : a n ) ! (N a 1 : : : a n ) (2) Intuitively, the declaration ha (N i allows us to control explicitly the number of accesses to the resource named a, like the input operator in . In particular, the declaration ha =N i can be interpreted as an in nite parallel composition of one-shot declarations ha (N i. The idea to introduce a consumable kind of resource is not new, and can be found, for example, in the -calculus with resources 8, 9], introduced by Boudol to capture the evaluation blocking phenomena that are peculiar to concurrent executions. In the encoding of concurrent objects in ? , we will see that objects also appear as a particular kind of declarations Adding restriction. A mechanism peculiar to the -calculus, is the possibility to dynamically create fresh names. This can be added very easily in our chemical AM by adding the -calculus restriction operator, ( a)K, together with new reduction rules.
(M N) a 1 : : : a n ! ( a)(ha=Ni j Maa 1 : : : a n ) (a fresh name) ha 2 =N i j ( a 1 )K ! ( a 1 )(ha 2 =N i j K) (a 1 6 = a 2 )
With restriction, we can for example de ne the internal choice operator N M as the term ( a)(ha=Ni j ha =M i j a).
The Calculus
The blue calculus is the calculus obtained from the chemical AM de ned in the previous section, in the same way that the join calculus is derived from the re exive CHAM de ned in 18]. In particular the blue calculus directly extends both the -calculus and the -calculus. Like in the -calculus, we have non-determism and parallelism, as well as restriction and a communication model based on name passing. Nonetheless, there are also di erences between these two calculi. For example, it is possible to directly de ne higher-order functions in ? .
To de ne the terms of the blue calculus, we assume given a denumerable set N of names, ranged over by a; b; : : : , and we distinguish three kinds of names: ( )-variables x; y; 2 V , that are bound by the abstraction operator (( x)P), references u; v; 2 R, that are bound by restrictions (( u)P), and labels k; l; 2 L, used to build records. It is important to notice that, in the de nition of ? , we enforce a restricted usage of names with respect to their kinds. Indeed, we only allow declaration on references, for example the term ( x)hx(Pi is not valid, and we only allow abstraction on variables. Therefore, with these syntactic constraints, it is impossible to create a declaration on a received name. This is comparable, in the -calculus, to the restriction that only the output-capability of names can be transmitted 30] . A mobile calculus with this property is called local and it is, for example, the situation of the join calculus where the inputs, the analogue of declarations in ? , are always restricted.
The choice of a local version of the blue calculus di ers from the original presentation of ? 10], but there are also other di erences, like for example the use of a left-commutative parallel composition operator, a choice that we have motivated in the previous section. Another di erence is the extension with record primitives, that are used to interpret objects. The basic record constructor is P ; l = Q ] that, informally, extends P if the eld l is not already present, or updates it. This incremental de nition of records is visible in the two reduction rules (red sel) and (red over), given in Table 2 . It is possible to give our interpretation of conc& using only updateable (and not extensible) records, but we prefer to keep the system that we have already successfully used in other occasions 7, 12] .
The symbolã denotes the tuple of names (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) and, as usual, we abbreviate a sequence of abstractions ( x 1 ): : : ( x n )P into ( x)P . The same convention applies for ( ũ)P. We also abbreviate a sequence of applications ((P a 1 ) : : : )a n ) into (Pã), and a sequence of extension ] ; l 1 = P 1 ] ; : : : ; l n = P n ], with the labels l i all distinct, into l i = P i i21::n ]. We denote by fn(P) the set of free names of P. The operation of substituting the name b for a in P is denoted Pf b = a g, it may require converting bound names to avoid capturing b. We will in fact implicitly consider terms up to -conversion, that is up to renaming of bound names.
semi-commutativity ( u)P j Q ( u)(P j Q) (u 6 2 fn(Q)) scope extrusion Q j ( u)P ( u)(Q j P) (u 6 2 fn(Q)) ( u)( v)P ( v)( u)P (P j Q)a P j (Qa) distributivity (on parallel composition) (P j Q) l P j (Q l) (( u)P)a ( u)(Pa) (a 6 = u) distributivity (on restriction) (( u)P) l ( u)(P l) The operational semantics of ? is given in Tables 1 and 2 . The reduction relation is given in a chemical style, that is reduction is de ned using two relations: (1) structural congruence , equivalent to the relation ! of Sect. 2.1, that is used to rearrange terms. It is the smallest congruence that veri es the axiom given in Table 1 ; and (2) reduction !, that represents real computation steps. In the de nition of the reduction relation, we use the notion of evaluation contexts E;F;::: , that are contexts inside which reduction can freely occur. The set of evaluation contexts E , is generated by the following grammar, E ::= :] (Ea) (E l) (E j P) (P j E) ( u)E (3) where the symbol :] denotes the empty context. The operation E P], of lling the hole of a context, is de ned in the obvious way. We can divide the basic reduction steps in two. The communication part, that corresponds to the rules (red decl) and (red mdecl), is responsible of the the non-deterministic reduction. The second part correspond to -reduction and record selection, that is to the rules (red beta), (red sel) and (red beta). This is the functional part of the reduction relation and we denote ! ( ) the relation obtained from these rules plus (red context) and (red struct). We denote ! ( ) the reduction relation that correspond to the rule (red decl), (red mdecl), (red context) and (red struct). It is easy to show that if P ! P 0 , then either P ! ( ) P 0 , or P ! ( ) P 0 . Moreover in 10], the author shows that ! ( ) , for a slightly di erent version of ? , is Church-Rosser and strongly normalising. This result also holds in our setting, that is: Theorem 2.1. If P ! ( ) P 1 and P ! ( ) P 2 , then P 1 P 2 or there exists a term P 0 such that P 1 ! ( ) P 0 and P 2 ! ( ) P 0 . Moreover, for every term P, there exist a term Q such that P ! ( ) Q and Q is -irreducible, that is Q 0 ? ? Q ! ( ) Q 0 = ;.
Derived Operators
To simplify the presentation of our encoding and of the type system, we introduce three derived operators, namely:
reply(a) = def ( r)(r a)
We may interpret the rst derived operator, subsequently called a de nition, as an explicit substitution of P for the name u in Q. In particular, we can de ne application (P Q) as (def u = Q in(Pu)), where u 6 2 fn(P) fn(Q). Note that the name u is recursively bound in a de nition, and that it is possible to de ne a recursion operator rec u:P, as a shorthand for def u = P in u. The derived operator (set u = P inQ), that we call a linear application since, in its de nition, the declaration hu (( x)Qi can be accessed at most once, is the equivalent of a call by value de nition. In particular, sequential composition (P ; Q) can be de ned as (set u = P inQ), for some u not free in Q. The reply operator is used in continuation passing style encodings and, for example, to return a value in a linear application, like in (4).
Informally, the reply operator is comparable to the use of synchronous name in the join calculus 18] . The di erence is that, using our notation for higher-order application, it is also possible return a general term:
reply(P) = ( r)(rP) = (def u = P in( r)(ru)) (u; r 6 2 fn(P))
Another example using the continuation operator is given in (13) .
2. is if it belongs to the set generated by the following grammar:
The weak version of barbs used in the de nition of b is P +, that is true i it exists a value V such that P ! V .
De nition 2.2 (Barbed Bisimulation). A relation S is a weak barbed simulation if for each (P; Q) 2 S , (1) : whenever P ! P 0 then Q ! Q 0 and (P 0 ; Q 0 ) 2 S ; (2) : P # implies Q +. S is a weak barbed bisimulation if S and S ?1 are weak barbed simulation. P and Q are observationally equivalent, written P b Q, i (P; Q) 2 S for some weak barbed bisimulation S that is also a congruence. The strong barbed congruence b , is de ned in the obvious way. In 12], we proved several equational laws for a variant of ? , that are also valid in our setting. In particular we have shown that a de nition can be safely distributed and replicated over any contexts, and that -reduction and de nition fetching are deterministic computation steps. For example, we have proved that the following relations hold: def u = R in(P j Q) b (def u = R inP) j (def u = R inQ) (6) P Q ) P b Q (7) def u = R in P b P (if u 6 2 fn(P)) (8) rec u:R b def u = R in R (9) (( x)P) a b Pf a = x g (10) Two main reasons have motivated our choice to consider barbed congruence for reasonning about blue processes. First, barbed congruence is a uniform basis to de ne equivalences between di erent process calculi 6], and therefore we can establish comparison with results obtained in other calculi. Second, the choice of a relation that is at the same time a congruence and a bisimulation ease proofs of interpretations and term transformations. Nonetheless there is also a drawback, namely that proofs of equational laws for barbed congruence introduce quanti cation over all possible contexts. (6), (7) and (8) and that, intuitively, P & d Q means that Q has to do more internal transitions than P, or also that Q is less e cient than P. In Sect. 6.1, we will use the fact that if P ! ( ) P 0 , then P & d P 0 . We will also use the property that, if C is a context that does not bind the name u or the free names in R, then:
For example we can use these laws to prove the following relations:
2.5 The reference cell
We study a simple example, the mutable cell, that can be interpreted as the paradigmatic example of object. Indeed, in our intuition, the identity of an object is a reference at which the object state can be fetched, its state is a record of methods (as in the classical recursive records semantic 11]) and encapsulation is naturally implemented using declaration and restriction. Let R(s; x) denotes the record:
The cell of name p, initialized with the value a 0 , is the term de ned by:
It is easy to show that the term Cell(a 0 ) is the result of applying the recursive de nition 
Therefore the cell can be informally divided into two components. An active part, the declaration hp (R(s; x)i, that can interact with other processes in parallel. A passive part, the recursive de nition on the name s, that is used to recreate a fresh de nition each time the cell is accessed. The cell object can be invoked in its two method, get and put, that represent, respectively, a read and and a write operation on the cell. For example we have:
! Cell(a 1 ) It is interesting to notice the linear use of the reference p in Cell(a 0 ). If the cell is invoked, we consume the unique declaration on p and a unique message (p a), acting like a lock, is freed in the evaluation process, which, in turn, frees a single declaration on p. Therefore, we have the invariant that there is exactly one resource available at address p, and that this resource keeps the last value passed in a call like : (p put) call.
The Source Calculus
The calculus conc& is a calculus based on the notion of naming, obtained by extending the imperative &-calculus with operators taken from . In particular, parallel composition and restriction are two operators of conc&. As the imperative &-calculus, it also provides an operator to clone an object, and a call-by-value de nition operator: letx = a inb.
The syntax of conc& is given in Table 3 . The basic constructor is the denomination:
, that, informally, adds a name to a &-object and acts like a special kind of declaration. As in our version of the blue calculus, the parallel composition operator is dissymetrical. Rule (struct par comm) allows commutations only at the left of a parallel composition and therefore it is possible to de ne the result part of a process as the rightmost term (see the reduction rule (gh red let result)). The intuition is that the operator acts like the fork instruction found in some programming language with threads: executing (a b) amounts to create a fresh thread a, that has only side e ects; the result of evaluating (a b) is the result of b.
As for the and blue calculi, the operational semantics is given in a chemical style. Structural equivalence, denoted , is the smallest congruence that veri es the axioms given in Table 4 . The reduction relation !, is given in Table 5 .
All the rules in Table 4 are direct equivalent of blue calculus structural rules (see Ta- ble 1), apart rules (struct par let) and (struct res let), that allow interaction between a, in letx = a inb, and other terms in parallel. We have decided to omit a structural equivalence rule for conc& that is given in 21] , that is the rule (struct let assoc) below: y 6 2 fn(c) letx = (let y = a inb) inc lety = a in(letx = f inc) (struct let assoc) (17) This rule is part of the original de nition of conc&, but it is used only to simplify the de nition of normal forms and therefore we decide to not consider this rule. This choice is motivated by two other remarks. First, the absence of this rule does not a ect reduction, in the sense that In this section, we interpret conc& in the blue calculus and we prove a full-abstraction result between the two calculi. In the de nition of the conc& encoding, we de ne a set of notations that allows us to interpret the blue calculus as an object calculus.
We suppose that the denomination names are also references, that is p; q : : : are in R.
The interpretation of a denomination is inspired by the reference cell of Sect. It is interesting to compare the record R(p; s;x) with the record R(s; x) of (14) . For example, the result of selecting the eld get l j in R(p; s;x; c), is to apply the j th memorized value to the name of the denomination. 
As in the example of the reference cell, the record R(p; s;x; c) is encapsulated in a recursive de nition that linearly manage a declaration on the name p. We de ne a notation for this de nition, namely: Fobj(p;x; c) = def def s = ( ỹ)hp(R(p; s;ỹ; c)i inhp(R(p;s;x;c)i (19) We denote hp 7 ! f l i = ( x i )P i i2 1::n] gi the process that we obtain by binding the name c to the function that clone the object, and the names inx to the premethods (( x i )P i ) i2 1::n] . In the remainder of this paper, we will use the symbol L to denote an object body f l i = ( x i )P i i2 1::n] g. hp 7 ! Li = def def c = ( x)( q)(Fobj(q;x; c) j reply(q)) in def u 1 = ( x 1 )P 1 ; : : : ; u n = ( x n )P n inFobj(p;ũ;c) (20) The interpretation of conc& is given in Table 6 . We can simplify this interpretation a step further by de ning a shorthand for method select, method update and for cloning, namely:
clone(P) = (P clone) (P ( l) = (P get l ) (P l ( ) ( x)Q) = (P put l ( x)Q) This allows us to consider that conc& is embedded in the blue calculus. More precisely, we embed an higher-order version of conc&. Indeed, with these derived operators, it is possible to apply an object operator to a term that is not a result, such as in clone(P j Q) for example, or to de ne a selector method: ( x)(x ( l), two terms that are not directly expressible in conc&.
In the remainder of this section, we prove that there is an operational correspondence between conc& and the blue calculus. To simplify the proofs, we de ne the evaluation context E p such that: E p = def 0 @ def c = ( x)( q)(Fobj(q;x; c) j reply(q)); in def u 1 = ( x 1 )P 1 ; : : : ; u n = ( x n )P n in(def s = ( Proof. The proof of the rst implication is by induction on the inference of a b. We only give the cases for the rules (struct res let) and (struct par let), the only rules that have no direct counterpart in ? . Table 6 : Interpretation of conc& (struct res let) Let p be a name that is not free in b, and let u be a fresh name, we have:
(struct par let) let u be a fresh name, we have:
Proof of the second property is by induction on the inference of a ! a 0 . Let L be the object body f l i = ( x i )P i i2 1::n] g.
(gh red select) Let 
(gh red updt) Let j be a natural number in the interval 1::n], L 0 be the body f l i = ( x i )P i i2 1::n];i6 =j ; l j = ( x)Q g, and P be the term (hp 7 ! Li j (p l j ( ) ( x)Q)). We prove that P ! b hp 7 ! L 0 i j reply(p). In the last relation, we use the strong barbed congruence b to garbage collect the de nition (u j = ( x j )P j ) from the context E p , see (8) (gh red clone) let q be a fresh name, and let P be the term (hp 7 ! Li j clone(p)). We prove that P ! b hp 7 ! Li j ( q)(hq 7 ! Li j reply(q) 
In the last relation, we use the strong barbed congruence to garbage collect the restriction on the name v (see (8) (18) , (19) and (21) 
Typing Objects
In this section, we establish a derived type system for objects using the de nition given in Table 6 . The type system used in the target calculus, de ned in Sect. 5.2, is a rst-order type system with recursion and a special type constructor for continuations.
Simple Type System for conc&
The types de ned in 21] consist of the rst-order objects types of Abadi and Cardelli's Ob 1<: extended with new type constants for expressions, processes and synchronization. In this type system, a clear distinction is made between expressions, ie. terms expected to return results, and processes, that intuitively represents the store of an expression. Then, the type system is used for two di erent goals. 1. To guarantee that terms are well-formed and in particular that a name cannot be associated to two di erent denomination. This situation is comparable to the use of type systems to avoid two di erent objects to be de ned on the same reference 3]; 2. to avoid runtime errors , that are instances of the so-called message not understood problem. In this section we de ne a simpli ed version of this type system that only guarantees the safety of execution (ie. goal 2). As in Ob 1<: , the basic type constructor is l i : A i i2 Note that, as in Ob 1<: , there is no depth subtyping between object types.
Simple Type System for ?
We de ne a rst-order type system for the blue calculus that directly embeds the simple type system la Curry for the -calculus. It is essentially the type system given in 10] and extended with record types, recursion and subtyping. Another extension lies in the de nition of a special operator Reply( ), used to type continuations. This operator is thoroughly described in Sect. 5.2.
We assume given a denumerable set of type variables ranged over by ; ; : : : . In the remainder of this paper, we consider that types are well formed with respect to the kinding system de ned by the rules in Table 8 . This is the main di erence with the system of conc&, where there is only one (implicit) kind. We consider two kinds: R for rows and T for functional types. Top is used to type terms that may not be expected to return results, like for the process type Proc in conc&, and it is, for example, the type given to resources, see rule (type decl) in Table 10 .
Subtyping The subtyping relation is de ned inductively by the rules given in Table 9 . The rules for the functional part of the system are classical. In particular arrow types ( Typing rules The typing rules are given in Table 10 . We suppose that types are de ned up-to -conversion of terms. This is needed, for example, to type the term ( x)( x)P. The typing rules for the functional part of the calculus are those of the simply typed -calculus extended with records and subtyping. We may explain the typing rules for the -calculus operators as follows. A parallel composition has type if, in the term (P j Q), the main thread of computation (ie. Q) has type , and if the term P, that represents the environment of Q, has type Top. Note that, since Q has the type Top, its only possible interactions with the ouside world are by communication. In particular it is impossible to apply Q to a name. This motivates the choice of the maximal type Top for typing processes.
The typing rules for declarations, (type decl) and (type mdecl), deserves more comments.
The sequent ?; u : ; ? 0`P : # denotes that the name u is used in P with the type . Suppose that u also appears in subject position of a declaration hu (Qi, for example the term P is equal to (hu(Qi j R). Since Q may be substituted to the occurrence of u in P (see rule (red decl) in Table 2 ), the term Q must have the type . This is the same argument than in the typing of the let construct in ML: the type of a resource is the type of the name used to access it.
. (22) The same derivation applies for the term (hu(Qi j P). Using this derivation, it is easy to derive typing rules for de nition and higher-order application.
?; u : `P :
?; u : `Q :
?`def u = P in Q :
(type def) To avoid the introduction of quanti cation in our type system, we use a new type operator (namely Reply( )) to type the term reply(P). This mechanism is similar to the use of the letx = N inM construct in ML, that is (operationally) a shorthand for the term ( x:M N), but that is used to introduce polymorphic types. Using the interpretation of Reply( ) as the type ( ! ) ! , it is easy to (informally) validate the rules (type cont) and (sub cont). Indeed it is easy to show that ?; :: T`P : ( ! ) ! implies that, for all well-formed type #, we have ?`P : ( ! #) ! #. It is easy to show that the typing rules given in Table 10 de ne an algorithm for deciding wether a ? term is well-typed. This algorithm only use resolution of subtyping constraints that are comparable to those used for solving typechecking problem in the -calculus with subtyping 34]. We can also show that the blue calculus is type safe. Indeed, using the results given in 13], where the author proves the subject property for an implicit type system with subtyping and higher-order quanti cation, we can prove that the typing rules respect structural congruence and reduction. That is: Theorem 5.1 (Subject Reduction). If ?`P : and P Q, then ?`Q : . If ?`P :
and P ! P 0 , then ?`P 0 : .
Interpretation of conc& Types
We prove a type correspondence between conc& and the blue calculus. To simplify our presentation, we rst de ne a special notation for the type of a denomination. Note that this type is very similar to the one obtained in the encoding of Abadi and Cardelli's functional object calculus given by Viswanathan 39] That is, by unfolding the recursive type de nition, we have shown that R(p; s;x; c) has the type Obj( :%). It is easy to understand why we need recursion to type objects. Indeed, in the de nition of hp 7 ! Li we use the declaration hp (R(p; s;x; c)i (see (20) ). Therefore, a necessary condition for an object to be well-typed, is that Obj( :%) is also the type of p.
In the remainder of this section we de ne the typing rules for the derived object operator of ? . These typing rules are collected in Table 11 We also suppose that (p : Obj( :%)) 2 , and that ?` .
Typing denominations. Using the judgment given in (23) and rule (type decl), it is easy to show that ?`hp(R(p; s;x; c)i : Top. Therefore, using rule (type abs), we prove that:
That is the type of s. This last judgment validates rule (type obj) of Table 11 .
Typing method update. We recall that (P l j ( ) ( x)Q) is a shorthand for the term (P put l j ( x)Q). Suppose that j is an index in the interval 1::n] and that:
? Using the type of Q and rule (type abs), it follows that ?`( x)Q : ( ! # j )f Obj( :%) = g, and the type of P implies that ?`P put l j : (( ! # j ) ! Reply( ))f Obj( :%) = g. Therefore we have:
?`P put l j ( x)Q : Reply(Obj( :%)) This judgment validates rule (type updt). Note that it is impossible to extend the object P with a new method. Indeed, the set of elds put l j is xed. Note also that the type of the new method is exactly the one of the updated method, that is we cannot re ne the type of a method.
Indeed, the type of the method l j (that is # in this example) appears in contravariant position in eld put l j , and in covariant position in eld get l j . This mechanism will be exempli ed in Sect. 5.4, where we study subtyping between object types.
Typing method invocation. We recall that (P ( l j ) is a shorthand for (P get l j ). Suppose that ?`P : Obj( :%), and that j 2 1::n]. It is clear that the recursive type Obj( :%) is equivalent to a type of the kind : : : ; get l j = # j f Obj( :%) = g ]. Therefore, using rule (type sel), it follows that ?`(P get l j ) : # j f Obj( :%) = g.
Typing cloning. Suppose that ?`P : Obj( :%). Using recursion unfolding and rule (type sub), it is easy to show that ?`P : : : : ; clone = Reply(Obj( :%)) ], and therefore ?`clone(P) : Reply(Obj( :%)).
With the notations introduced in this section, we can give a very direct and simple interpretation of conc& types. 
Subtyping Between Objects
As noted in the previous section, it is clear that an object type is not covariant. That is %<: does not imply Obj(%) <: Obj( ). Indeed, the type of the method l i appears covariantly in the type of the eld get l i and contravariantly in the type of put l i . Nonetheless we prove a weaker notion of substitutability between object types, also known as matching, that informally amounts to prove that width-subtyping between object interfaces is sound. Let % 1 and % 2 be the two types l i : # i i2 Proof. This proof use lemma 5.1 and the subtyping rule for recursive types (sub rec), see Table 9 . We prove the property in the case m = 1, the other cases are similar. Note that the derived rule given in Th. 5.2 is similar to the rule (gh sub obj) of conc& given in Proof. Each of these facts can be proved by an induction on the appropriate judgment. For example the property that the interpretation preserves subtyping judgments is proved by induction of the inference of E`A <: B. The only di cult case is for trule (gh sub obj) and is proved using Th. 5.2. The proof that the interpretation preserves typing judgments is by induction of the inference of E`a : A. We make a case analysis on the last rule used.
(gh val u) by hypothesis we have (u : B) 2 The type system that is de ned in Table 13 is exactly the one that we can interpret using the rules in Table 11 
Two Applications of our Interpretation
We have shown that reduction and type judgments of conc& can be derived in a rather simple and natural way in the blue calculus. Indeed denominations hu 7 ! Pi, appears as a particular kind of declarations, namely those that are linearly created each time they are accessed. This behavior has to be compared with the declaration hu (P i, that is available only once, and with the replicated and immutable declaration hu =P i. In Sect 6.1, we use our interpretation to prove some equational laws between objects using barbed congruence. In Sect. 6.2 we study how our interpretation can be extended to code the synchronization primitives described in 21]. 
More particularly we prove that these two terms are in the expansion relation. In the proof of (25), we use the notation of Sect. 4. In particular, using the notations in (20) and (21) 
The processes used in these relations are exactly those found in the proof of Th. 4.1, in the case of rule (gh red clone). Equations (27) and (29), for example, correspond to -reductions, whereas (26) and (28) are deterministic communications, that is particular example of (11) and (12) . In (30), we use the fact that p is only used inside a declaration to garbage collect the interpretation of the object (p 7 ! d). The validity of (25) and is a contextual equivalence. Indeed, using (25) , it is easy to prove that the interpretation of the terms in (31) are also barbed bisimilar in ? .
We prove a second equational law, that is also true in the imperative calculus, that describe the behavior of a method invocation on a recently updated method. Namely we prove that:
Let P 1 be the term in the left part of (32) (37) The relation in (33) , (36) and (37) are proved using the same reasoning than in the proof of (25) . In particular we found exactly the same terms than in the proof of Th. 4.1, in the case of rule (gh red select) and (gh red updt). In (34), we use the law given in (12) , while in (35) we use the fact that -convertible terms are equivalent. Therefore we have Finally, we prove the validity of the rule (struct let assoc), given in (17) , in the particular case where the object a is a value, that is we prove that if y 6 
The proof of this relation is similar to the one of (32) . Let v and w be two fresh names, we have:
this synchronization mechanism is given in the encoding of the call by value de nition, see (4) .
We prove that our interpretation can be extended in a rather natural way to conc& m , and that this extension is sound with respect to the typing rules of conc& m given in 21]. Moreover, mutexes appear (again) has a special kind of linearly (and recursively) de ned ressources.
denotations:
d ::= : : : as in Table 3 locked locked mutex unlocked unlocked mutex terms: a; b; c ::= : : : as in Table 3 acquire(u) mutex acquisition release(u) mutex release The reduction in conc& m is copied from the relation in conc&. The structural congruence relation is de ned as in Table 4 , while the reduction relation is de ned by the rules in Table 5 , together with two new axioms for mutex acquisition and release (see Table 15 ). 
C C C C A
The interpretation of conc& m is given in Table. 16. We only give the encoding for the synchronization operators, the other cases are the same than in Table 6 . As for the term of conc&, our interpretation of mutexes is very natural and simple. It has also the nice property of being sound with respect to the type system, that is we can prove a result similar to Th. 5.4. Indeed, we can prove that the interpretation of mutexes in ? are well-typed terms and that the derived typing rules obtained for the synchronization primitives are equivalent to those de ned by the authors in 21]. Let Mutex be the recursive type de ned in We have shown that reduction and type judgements of conc& can be derived in a rather simple and natural way in the blue calculus. Indeed, objects are modelled as a particular kind of declarations, hp 7 ! di, namely those that are linearly created each time they are accessed.
This behaviour has to be compared with the consumable declaration, hu (P i, used to model processes (of ), and to the replicated and immutable declaration, hu =P i, used to model functions.
Many theoretical studies address the problem of modelling object oriented languages in procedural languages 22], but few of them have succeeded to preserve powerful features such as subtyping. In 1], the authors propose a compositional interpretation of a typed object calculus with subtyping into F , a -calculus with second-order polymorphic types. Viswanathan improved this result in 39], where he gives a fully abstract interpretation in a rst-ordercalculus with references cells and records. In both solutions, the encoding relies on the so-called split method. Another interesting de nition of a typed object calculus was given by Fisher and Mitchell 17] . But none of those calculi can model concurrent and interactive objects.
Jones 28] and Walker 40] have used the -calculus for translating parallel object-oriented languages and for proving the validity of certain program transformations. But the source languages are untyped and rather simple. In 36], Sangiorgi gives the rst interpretation of Abadi-Cardelli typed functional calculus with subtyping in (a related work is 27]). This interpretation is extended to the imperative case in 29]. These interpretations, and the type system used, are very di erent from ours. For example, in the coding of method update, we do not use relay constructs . Intuitively, in our encoding, the number of reductions when invoking a method does not depend on the number of method updates applied on the object. Another major di erence is that, in the proof of the operational correctness property, we do not use a typed bisimulation, ie. we do not use information from the type system. There are also other formalisms used to model concurrent objects, mainly based on the -calculus, such as 15, 18, 25, 32, 38] , but we will not discuss them here.
Our work can be compared with the proposal of 39], where the author gives a syntaxoriented interpretation of a typed object calculi, and our approach brings the same bene ts than theirs. In particular, our interpretation de nes a type-safe way of implementing higherorder concurrent objects in the blue calculus, and therefore in . Another bene t of our encoding is that we validate some possible extensions of conc&. The rst possible extension is to add self-types to the type-system, and to add a new constant for the maximal types, say Top, that di ers from the type given to processes (Proc). The most interesting extension that we consider is the addition of functions and higher-order constructs to conc&. Indeed, functions can be coded in Abadi and Cardelli's object calculus, but to simulate the types of functions in a satisfactory way, they need to use universally and existentially quanti ed types to the detriment of type inference 2]. With our approach, we propose a natural extension of the object calculus with functions and this without noticeably modifying the de nition of the equivalence or the type system, nor the interesting equational laws.
